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CHAPTER V 

 

CLOSING 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

Internship is one of the subject in English Diploma III Program that must be taken by all 

of Diploma III student as a requirement to graduate and obtain the Associate‟s Degree applied by 

Faculty of Literature of Darma Persada University. The internship has the purpose as a media for 

students to apply their knowledge and skills to obtained during studying in University and to 

adapt with the environment of real workplace. Furthermore, internship is an opportunity for 

students to expand their skills in dealing with the real workplace in order to get the best 

graduates who will have the ability to compete in the global market. 

After doing an internship at Skill Development Institute at Darma Persada University, 

I‟ve got a lot of experiences that so valuable to me during an internship, such as: 

1. I‟m able to adapt and interact with the workplace environment and understand the different 

characteristics of people in the workplace. 

2. Gain new skills, experience, and knowledge about the workplace and how to work in 

workplace. 

3. Understand the work ethic of Skill Development Institute at Darma Persada University. 

4. Learn that Skill Development Institute at Darma Persada University is a very important 

institute for language and computer courses. 

In this case, carrying out the internship in Skill Development Institute at Darma Persada 

University is a wise choice for me. It give me an opportunity to learn something new from the 

institute. I‟m also able to develop the potential that I have. I hope that Skill Development 

Institute at Darma Persada University always gave a lot of opportunities and beneficial skills for 

the others who doing an internship at workplace. 
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5.2 Suggestion 

There are several suggestions for Skill Development Institute at Darma Persada 

University; 

1. Creating more tasks that sufficient for the student who willingly to having the internship at 

the Skill Development Institute. 

2. The Skill Development Institute can provide language and computer courses for people who 

learned in the instate. So, they can take the learning courses to improve their skills. 

There are several suggestions for Darma Persada University for the future internship; 

1. Build many relations with more workplace agencies that are willing to accept internships, so 

that the students of Darma Persada University can get more opportunities to adjust their 

internship in the workplace they chose. 

2. Provide more specific details about foreign language subject at university in order to gain 

some knowledge for the students about international languages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


